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RESEARCHING A
BETTER BEAN

Whether you’re dealing with drought, flood,
heat or other climate-related stress, the soy
checkoff is working behind the scenes to diversify
U.S. soybean genetics and increase stress tolerance.
We’re looking inside the bean, beyond the bushel
and around the world to keep preference for
U.S. soy strong. And it’s helping make a valuable
impact for soybean farmers like you.
See more ways the soy checkoff is maximizing
profit opportunities for soybean farmers at
unitedsoybean.org

Brought to you by the soy checkoff.
©2018 United Soybean Board. Our Soy Checkoff and the Our Soy Checkoff mark are trademarks of United Soybean Board. All other trademarks are property of their respective owners.
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Checkoffs, farm groups work to
develop emerging markets
In addition to the Indiana Soybean Alliance and the Indiana
Corn Marketing Council, other related groups such as the
U.S. Grains Council and the U.S. Soy Export Council, all work
together to create new markets for Indiana-grown products.
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Innovation Competition
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need to be proactive
Helpful advice for dealing with stress and anxiety comes from
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shared their stories during the virtual 2021 Commodity Classic’s
Mental Health on the Farm program.
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CHAIR’S REVIEW

Spring weather is unpredictable;
our advocacy efforts are reliable
Mike
Koehne
Chair
ISA Membership and
Policy Committee

H

ello everyone! How about this unpredictable
Indiana weather we are having? I think here this
past week we have had all 4 seasons in one
week. But the best thing about Indiana is that if you don’t
like the weather it will probably change in the next couple
of days.
But here at ISA the one thing you can count on is the
work your leadership team and staff is doing to help
advocate for farmers here in Indiana. This winter and
early spring has offered both virtual events and in-person
meetings with lawmakers and other farm policy decisionmakers. As chair of the Indiana Soybean Alliance’s (ISA)
Membership and Policy Committee, I believe it is very
important to take advantage of every opportunity we
have to share our stories with elected officials.
Earlier this month, many of us got the chance to talk
with Rep. Jim Baird (R-4th Dist.) at Fair Oaks Farm during
a meeting hosted by ISA and ICGA in northern Indiana.
Congressman Baird is quickly becoming an influential
person for us in Washington, D.C. because he, too, is an
Indiana farmer, he is the most informed member on the
House Ag Committee. At the meeting on April 6, Baird
talked about many policy issues including infrastructure,
farm labor needs, fiscal policy and the next farm bill.
Then on April 7, ISA and ICGA hosted Rep. Trey
Hollingsworth (R-9th Dist.) at Premier Ag’s new
headquarters in Seymour. Hollingsworth has been a
willing and frequent subject for meetings that we’ve
hosted. He understands that he represents a rural, farm
district, and he wants to learn more about agriculture.
It’s good to know that we have representatives in
Washington who care about our issues.
We are still offering virtual meetings, too. Recently, ISA
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and ICGA hosted the March Marathon Webinar Series.
This series highlighted expert speakers to talk about
agronomy, sustainability, market development and tax
policy issues. These webinars were made possible by the
contributions of ISA and ICGA corporate supporters.
If you were not able to watch the webinars live, email
Macy Mead at mmead@indianasoybean.com, and she will
provide a link for you. And if you’re not a member of our
policy organizations, ask Macy about that, too.

Madeline Lilly adds to
marketing efforts
Promoting soybeans and corn
to new users and customers
is no small task. To help with
those efforts, ISA, the Indiana
Corn Marketing Council and
the Indiana Corn Growers
Association has hired Madeline
Lilly as the organizations’ new
Marketing and Leadership
Project Manager. Her first day
on the job was April 19. She will
Madeline Lilly
assist the marketing team on
marketing, governance and leadership projects.
Madeline is from Monticello, Ind. She is a May 2020
graduate of Purdue University where she competed
for the Boilermakers’ track and cross country teams.
Madeline majored in Agribusiness Food Marketing, and
she was involved in the agribusiness club. Most recently,
Madeline worked as a production associate for the
protein food company Clif Bar.

unitedsoybean.org

MAINTAINING
OUR REPUTATION
TO DELIVER

Whether shipping by river, road or rail, the soy checkoff is
committed to ensuring America’s infrastructure is a significant
advantage for U.S. soybean farmers. We’re looking inside the
bean, beyond the bushel and around the world to keep preference
for U.S. soy strong. And it’s helping make a valuable impact for
soybean farmers like you.
See more ways the soy checkoff is maximizing profit opportunities
for soybean farmers at unitedsoybean.org

Brought to you by the soy checkoff.
©2018 United Soybean Board. Our Soy Checkoff and the Our Soy Checkoff mark are trademarks of United Soybean Board. All other trademarks are property of their respective owners.

PRESIDENT’S REVIEW

Like planting, stories in this magazine
are full of hope for the future
Mike
Beard
President
Indiana Corn Growers
Association

H

ello again from our farm near Frankfort. We are
excited about putting another crop in the ground
this spring. For those of us who’ve done it more than
once, there’s something familiar about this time of year.
The things we see and feel remind us of the reasons that
farmers turn the soil year after year.
The Indiana Corn and Soybean Post is a magazine by
farmers and for farmers, and this issue includes many things
that are familiar to us all. But it also includes some new and
exciting information about creating more value for our crop.
As you could see on the cover, the feature story in this
issue is about Dubois County farmer J.R. Roesner. I’ve gotten
to know J.R. pretty well during the past few years as we’ve
worked together on the Indiana Corn Marketing Council
(ICMC) and the National Corn Growers Association (NCGA).
He is among a group of good, young farmers who are ready
to step into leadership roles.
J.R. is passionate about promoting ethanol. On his farm,
J.R.’s corn crop is split between food-grade corn and
ethanol production. So for J.R., expanding opportunities for
ethanol production is as important for him as it is for many
Hoosier corn growers. This is why he’s a member of the
NCGA’s Ethanol Action Team, and it’s why he’s volunteered
to testify before the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
and other groups in support of the corn-based renewable
fuel.
Indiana is home to 14 ethanol-processing plants, and it is
a vital consumer of our corn crop. The work done by NCGA,
ICMC and the Indiana Corn Growers Association is crucial to
ethanol’s future, and we’re glad to have dedicated farmers
like J.R. to be a leader in those efforts.
Also in this magazine are details about NCGA’s plans
to encourage new uses made from field corn. Consider
Corn Challenge III is the third round of a contest that seeks
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participants to submit proposals for new uses for field corn
as a feedstock for producing sustainable chemicals and
products with significant market demand.
Corn is an affordable, abundant, sustainably grown crop
that has many uses. In many cases, using corn to replace
petroleum in plastic products is more environmentally
friendly while creating a new market for American-grown
corn. Contests like this from the NCGA help move these
ideas from the visionary stage to the retail shelf as quickly
as possible.
Take some time; read through these stories and consider
the possibilities of the future.

Maggie Daily joins the team
We just hired a new team
member to help with our market
development and value creation
efforts. Join me in welcoming
Maggie Daily, who is the new
Market Development and Value
Creation Project Manager for the
Indiana Corn Marketing Council, the
Indiana Corn Growers Association
and ISA. Maggie will assist Helena
Jette with the biofuels programs
Maggie Daily
and Julie Ohmen with the new uses
and value creation programs.
Maggie graduated from Purdue University, majoring
in Agribusiness and Marketing. After graduation, Maggie
worked at the Indiana Beef Cattle Association and Indiana
Beef Council. There she led the Education and Industry
Relations outreach for more than five years. Her family farms
corn, soybeans, wheat, milo, popcorn and raises show hogs.
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Driving demand for ethanol.
Thanks to checkoff investments, ethanol has grown to become the second biggest use of Indiana
grown corn. Clean burning ethanol fuel blends not only improve farmer profitability, but also improve
air quality for all Hoosiers while improving engine performance and saving Hoosiers money at the
pump. Indiana is the fifth largest producer of ethanol in the United States. Right here in our state,
ethanol plants generate more than 700 direct jobs and boost the rest of our economy with thousands
of indirect jobs. The Indiana Corn Marketing Council not only helps educate consumers about the
benefits of ethanol, but also invests checkoff dollars in expanding the number of pumps and locations
across Indiana to expand ethanol consumption and bring value to Hoosier farmers.

To learn more about Indiana corn
checkoff investments, visit ICMC.org.
Funded with
Indiana corn checkoff7
dollars.
SPRING
2021

New year, new president,
new congress . . . new ag?
BY U.S. REP. JIM BAIRD (R-IND. DISTRICT 4)
The 2020 elections brought a wave
ers and the broader ag industry. Under the leadership of Rep.
of dramatic change across the entire
Thompson as top Republican on the committee, I know that
political landscape. While changes to
focus will constantly be pulled back to the American farmer,
who resides at 1600 Pennsylvania Avpreparation for the quickly approaching next Farm Bill, and
enue, or which party controls the U.S.
bringing solutions to a farm economy that has shown many
Senate will leave a measurable imworrisome traits in recent years.
pact on the future of our nation, one
I was fortunate enough to recently be named as the top
lesser-known change from NovemRepublican on the Biotech, Horticulture and Research Subber’s election will have a significant
committee. In this role, I see many opportunities to advance
impact on many Hoosiers – control of
Hoosier farmers in the committee’s dialogue. The climate
the House Ag Committee.
change conversation is the perfect chance to highlight the
Though control of the House has not changed from Demimportant stewardship and conservation work farmers have
ocrats’ hands following the 2020 election, leadership of the
championed for years, to finally clear regulatory hurdles that
House Agriculture Committee has. All party affiliations aside,
have long stifled technology which could improve producer
American agriculture lost two dear friends this election cycle
stewardship and sustainability, and to expand adoption of
with the retirement of Ranking Member Rep. Mike Conaway
biofuels like ethanol which was recently shown to emit 46
(R-Texas) and the defeat of Chairman Rep. Collin Peterson
percent less greenhouse gas than its alternative.
(D-Minn.). With the 117th Congress now fully underway, PeterWhile opportunity is visibly on the horizon, and I will continson and Conaway have been replaced by Ranking Member
ue to do everything I can to fight on behalf of Hoosier farmers,
Rep. Glenn “G.T.” Thompson (R-Pa.) and Chairman Rep. David
I can’t do it without you. I need your direction; for you to share
Scott (D-Ga.).
your challenges and the ideas you have for solutions.
The House Ag Committee has long been held up as a shinMy office is always open to Indiana farmers, from my district
ing example of how well bipartisanship can still work, despite
or otherwise, so please don’t hesitate to reach out.
an increasingly divided political landscape. However, if the
Rep. Baird represents Indiana’s fourth congressional district
current trend holds, it seems that this tradition may deterioand is a Putnam County farmer and a Ph.D. animal scientist. He
rate. So far this Congress, the committee majority has taken
is a member of the House Ag Committee and a leader frequenta deeply partisan position on hearings regarding climate
ly engaged in farm policy discussions.
change, nutrition and the state of black
farmers in the United States, not to mention
the consideration of agricultural provisions
of President Biden’s American Rescue
Plan – which received no Republican votes
and saw every Republican amendment
voted down except for one that was later
removed by Democrats in the Rules Committee.
These early meetings clearly map out
the chairman’s priorities for the committee’s
work this congress – and notably absent
from these priorities is mention of conventional farmers like Indiana’s row-crop and
livestock producers.
While apparent changes in the committee’s direction do give me cause for pause,
it’s certainly not all bad news, and I still see
Jim Baird visits a pair of Tippecanoe County farmers while touring his district in 2020.
great opportunity ahead for Hoosier farm-
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Engage in environmental
conversation or be left out
BY SEN. MIKE BRAUN (R-IND. SENATOR)
I co-founded the Senate Climate
Solutions Caucus because I believe
that if those of us with experience in
agriculture who have lived conservation in the real world aren’t part
of the conversation on addressing
environmental concerns, then we’ll
also be left out of crafting solutions
and end up with more top-down,
big government answers to these
important problems.
American voters are calling on Congress to act on climate
solutions, and it is our responsibility to act in a sane manner
that recognizes the reality of our situation, and understands
that we must protect the vibrancy of our economy and
American energy security.
Shortly after I arrived in Congress, U.S. Rep. Alexandria
Ocasio-Cortez (D-N.Y.) introduced the so-called “Green New
Deal.” This massive, multi-trillion bill represented a terrifying
misunderstanding of American agriculture.
Our farmers are more efficient, cleaner and greener than
any in the world. Those who have built their life in agriculture appreciate more than anyone the need to preserve our
land and natural resources for the next season and the next
generation, and we need to reward farmers for the progress
they’ve made. The Green New Deal is unreasonable, unsustainable and clearly not the way forward.
But Republicans have to bring ideas to the table as well,
and they need to be smart solutions that have
been crafted with farmers in mind.
In the coming weeks, I will be reintroducing
the Growing Climate Solutions Act, a bill I first
introduced with Sen. Debbie Stabenow (D-Mich.)
that helps farmers access voluntary, privatesector carbon markets.
As Hoosier farmer Brent Bible put it, this
legislation rewards farmers for their sustainable
practices:
“Farmers, at their core, are businessmen, but
they are also conservationists and they are also
environmentalists. Farmers want to do the right
thing for their farms, their ranches, so that they
can sustain those operations, not just over their
lifetime, but over generations. This Act gives
us the opportunity to do those things and have
some guidance and direction in what practices

are good for the environment and there is an economic
benefit for doing those particular things.”
The Growing Climate Solutions Act creates a certification
program at USDA to help solve technical entry barriers that
prevent farmer and forest landowner participation in carbon
credit markets. These issues – including access to reliable
information about markets and access to qualified technical
assistance providers and credit protocol verifiers – have limited both landowner participation and the adoption of practices that help reduce the costs of developing carbon credits.
The Growing Climate Solutions Act has more than 60
organizations endorsing it, including Indiana Corn and
Soybean and the American and Indiana Farm Bureaus.
This bill is an alternative to the bureaucratic Washington
approach, where D.C. calls the tune and farmers are forced
to dance to it. The Growing Climate Solutions Act will help
us ensure that federal policy recognizes the important role
agriculture plays to promote America’s energy and food
security.
I hope that you will consider supporting this legislation
publicly, and get in touch with my office if I can be of
assistance to you.
Thank you for all you do as the backbone of the Hoosier
economy.
Sen. Mike Braun is a businessman and a former member of
the Indiana House of Representatives from District 63. He was
elected to the U.S. Senate in 2018, and he is a member of the
U.S. Senate Committee on Agriculture, Nutrition and Forestry.
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Indiana Corn Growers Association
opposes SB 303

U

nder SB 303, passed by the Indiana Senate and House,
fuel retailers would be required to display an additional
state-required warning label on pumps that dispense
E15, which is a fuel blend of 15 percent ethanol with 85 percent
gasoline.
Specifically, the Indiana label would have to be posted “next
to the fuel grade selection button, as a part of or in addition to
the label required to be affixed to the dispenser in effect on
Jan. 1, 2022, this printed statement in 14 point, black, Helvetica
Bold font: “Attention: E15. Check owner’s manual for compatibility and warranty requirements.” or a similar statement
approved by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.”
A special Indiana E15 label is unnecessary because existing
federal consumer notice labels are already in use.
Since June 2011, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) has had in place an E15 fuel pump labeling requirement,
warning consumers against using E15 in vehicles older than
model year 2001, motorcycles, watercraft, and gasoline-powered equipment such as lawnmowers and chainsaws. EPA is
currently in a rulemaking process, initiated after the Indiana
General Assembly session commenced, to update its Federal
E15 label to reflect the national fleet’s greater compatibility
with E15, since it is approved for use in most vehicles manu-
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Existing EPA E15 Pump Label

factured after 2001. SB303 unnecessarily requires an additional
Indiana-only E15 label on the gasoline dispenser.
After the year-round expansion of E15 use in 2019, retailers
offer E15 at 2,341 stations in 30 states, as of January 2021. More
than 200 fuel terminals now offer E15, a large expansion from
the five terminals offering E15 in 2017, increasing availability
of this fuel lower in carbon and exhaust emissions and lower
in cost. E15 use expansion is good for farmers and good for
consumers.
Indiana ethanol producers and fuel retailers believe that the
creation of a special Indiana E15 label that must be displayed
along with the federal E15 label will deter the use of E15 fuels
and thus decrease demand, which would adversely impact
corn farmers.
ICGA testified against the bill before the House Committee
on Environmental Affairs, noting that we would be glad to work
with the bill’s author on changes to the bill. The House passed
the bill with the restrictive label requirement. At the time of
this printing, the bill is sitting in Gov. Eric Holcomb’s queue of
passed bills awaiting signature.
ICGA remains opposed to the provisions of SB 303, which
will require a special Indiana E15 label, as it is both unnecessary and could cause harm to ethanol sales and corn demand.

Baird, Hollingsworth highlight
pre-plant activities for ICGA, ISA
Members of Indiana Soybean Alliance (ISA) and Indiana
in Seymour and sponsored by Farm Credit Mid-America.
Corn Growers Association (ICGA) wrapped up the spring
Afterward, Rep. Hollingsworth was able to tour the Rose Acre
advocacy push before #Plant21 was in full swing. On Tuesday, Farm egg production farm.
April 6, farmers in northern Indiana were joined by members
“It was great to meet up with Rep. Hollingsworth and talk
of the Indiana Dairy Producers for a roundtable discussion
ag policy concerns with him. We talked about infrastructure,
with U.S. Rep. Jim Baird (R-4th Dist.) to
trade, farm bill 23 and many other issues,”
discuss infrastructure, precision farming
said Greensburg, Ind., farmer Mike
technology and new research, farm labor
Koehne, who is also the chair of ISA’s
needs and fiscal policy.
Membership and Policy Committee. “It is
“Rep. Baird is a valuable member of
good to have these conversations with our
Congress for all Indiana farmers, and I think
elected officials and to have the voices
that’s because he is an Indiana farmer,”
of the farm community heard. It is even
said ICGA President Mike Beard, a farmer
better to have them in person. I want to
from Frankfort, Ind. “Rep. Baird is a vocal
thank Rep. Hollingsworth for taking the
and knowledgeable member of the House
time to visit with us, and I want to thank
Ag Committee. With his experience as a
the sponsors that were there.
farmer and a state and federal lawmaker,
“Remember this is paid by farmer
he can communicate our views to others in
membership dollars and not checkoff
Congress very well.”
dollars. Without memberships, we
The Baird event was at Fair Oaks Farms
can’t do this work. I encourage Indiana
and sponsored by Farm Credit Midfarmers to become members. Upcoming
Rep. Jim Baird greets Indiana farmers
Mike
Beard
and
David
Rodibaugh
at
America.
legislation at the state and federal level
Fair Oaks Farms.
“Events like these are valuable for
will impact our farms. It is more important
Indiana farmers,” Baird added. “I’m very happy that we have a
now than ever to become a member.”
representative in Congress like Jim Baird who is so willing to
These events finished up the ISA and ICGA farmer-led
meet and talk with farmers.”
advocacy for the pre-plant season. ISA and ICGA staff will
On Wednesday, April 7, corn and soybean farmers in
continue to keep the lines of communication open with
southern Indiana and members of the Indiana State Poultry
members of Congress. More farmer-led advocacy will
Association met with U.S. Rep. Trey Hollingsworth (R-9th Dist.)
resume in the summer months.
to talk about logistics and inland waterways, the food value
Anyone interested in being part of ISA and ICGA Congreschain, and the impact of tax policy on farm management and
sional advocacy efforts should reach out to Senior Director of
planning. The event was at Premier Ag’s new headquarters
Industry Affairs Steve Howell at showell@indianasoybean.com

Rep. Trey Hollingsworth discusses farm policy issues with Hoosier farmers during a joing ISA/ICGA meeting in Seymour, Ind.
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Spreading the good word
Corn expanding in new, emerging markets
BY ANN HINCH

T

he true north of U.S. checkoff groups’ efforts to cultivate fresh customers and expand sales to established
ones around the world might be, in the words of Indiana Corn Marketing Council (ICMC) board director David Ring,
“You’re always fighting hard to keep the export markets you
have while also trying to find new markets.”
Ring began farming in 1963, and his farm stretches into Dubois, Spencer and Warrick counties in southern Indiana. He
knows the importance of marketing corn, as well as crop-fed
meat. Exports of Indiana corn is largely aided through efforts
of the U.S. Grain Council (USGC), whose mission is to develop
new export markets for corn and other grains.
In addition to his service on the ICMC Board, Ring is also
a USGC board member. Ring said, “By working with national
groups like the U.S. Grains Council and others, Indiana corn
farmers don’t have to start on the ground floor when working
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to secure new export markets.”
The checkoff dollars that power the efforts by USGC and
ICMC are matched by USDA funding through the Market
Access Program (MAP) and Foreign Market Development
Program (FMD) to help reach out to overseas customers.
Identifying new and emerging markets has always been
important to Indiana Corn, said Steve Howell, senior director
of Industry Affairs for ICMC and the Indiana Corn Growers
Assoc. (ICGA). But the last three years has reinforced that
U.S. farmers should not rely on any one country for its bulk of
exports.
In early 2018, former President Donald Trump levied tariffs
on Chinese steel and aluminum imports; China retaliated
with duties targeting U.S. goods, including soybeans and
corn co-products ethanol and distillers dried grains (DDGS).
Although Chinese demand is picking up again under the past

year’s U.S.-China Phase One trade agreement, all
tariffs have not been repealed.
Plus, pointed out USGC Senior Director of
Global Programs Cary Sifferath, “When you lose
a market like China … you then have to look everywhere you can to find additional markets, new
or existing markets.”

Growing markets
In 2012, the U.S.-Colombia Trade Promotion
Agreement (COTPA) created opportunity for U.S.
agricultural exporters to sell more to the South
American nation. Sifferath said much of the corn
sold there is used for livestock feed, though
some goes into cornstarch processing.
But the ICMC is also supporting programming
there to promote co-products, said Senior Director of Grain Production and Utilization Ed Ebert.
Marketing corn is more than Hoosier farmers
ICMC President Josh Miller, an Anderson, Ind., farmer, leads a tour of his farm
shipping bushels – it’s also about working with
for a foreign trade group in 2019.
USGC to demonstrate the benefits of ethanol in
acquainted with where corn and soybeans originate, and U.S.
the Colombian fuel supply, and DDGS for livewaterways logistics – and so Hoosier farmers can sell more
stock growth and development.
goods directly.
Ebert said ICMC is helping promote Colombian imports of
Ebert noted the ICMC, with USGC, is also working to grow
U.S.-produced ethanol, rather than just selling raw corn there
corn demand for ethanol in Vietnam. “Now there, we struggle
for local refining. In the last year, liquid fuel sales have faced
a bit on corn market share,” Sifferath admitted. “The Vietnamhard times here and abroad because people stopped driving
ese tend to buy more South American corn than U.S. corn,
as much, staying home to avoid spreading COVID-19.
but we do see some U.S. corn going in.”
“Exports have come along at just a really wonderful time
USGC seeks to partner with local industries for corn use in
for both soybeans and corn,” he said.
some growing markets like this. Sifferath explained this can
Since the signing of COTPA, Sifferath said U.S. exports
help create stable demand for U.S. stock in certain countries,
there have continued to climb – the depressing effect of the
rather than selling them finished ethanol. Philippines is anpast year’s pandemic leveled it “a little” going into 2021, but
other such country – it uses domestic sugar in ethanol, then
corn was still up 1 percent. “That’s actually pretty good for
imported corn to help meet its E10 mandate.
everything Colombia has gone through with COVID-19,” he
added.
Long-term demand for U.S. corn
Another way ICMC is working directly with the country is
through Up River, a program designed to build relationships
He said if U.S. officials can work with a foreign government
between Colombian feed mill buyers and those growing and
to help it enact policies to increase ethanol use that will
shipping crops from Indiana. In 2018, Ebert said ICMC investhopefully encourage long-term demand for U.S. corn. Simied in the effort to take advantage of contacts members had
larly, the U.S. is working in India to try to promote adoption of
made in 2016 during
a nationwide etha visit to Colombia,
anol mandate. The
when they began
country can now only
discussions with the
refine imported feednation’s three largest
stock like corn for
feed mills in Bogota
industrial-use ethaand Medellin. The
nol; sugar cane goes
idea is to introduce
into consumer-use
the buyers to Indiana
ethanol. A mandate
ag producers and port
would help bump
officials along the Misthat volume, and the
sissippi River so they
need for corn.
Josh Miller
David Ring
Cary Sifferath
can become better
In fact, ICMC Board
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partly by working with state organizations to build port receiving and storage facilities.
Of course, “the fact that Ukraine corn is in their back door
is always going to be a struggle” because of the lower price
of that product, Sifferath noted.

Value-added exports
For Indiana farmers, Ring said there are two forms of crop
export: raw commodities, and value-added products such as
ethanol, DDGS – and meat. After all, being able to sell meat
and poultry products fed Indiana soy and corn also works to
“move the pile” too.
The U.S. Meat Export Federation’s (USMEF), the ICMC,
ISA and USA Poultry and Eggs Export Council (USAPEEC)
have been promoting pork and poultry heavily to emerging
markets in Central America, and there is also work on touting U.S. meat in India and Africa. Meat and egg sales are a
“shining light” for corn and soy exports, Ring noted, because
the United States is one of the lowest-cost producers of pork
and poultry in the world. There is always room for growing
exports for additional uses of corn.
Sifferath said the industry is seeing expansion of industrial
use of ethanol in manufacturing hand sanitizer after the past
year, for one. There are also growing applications for bioplastics and other renewable materials made of corn.

President and farmer from Anderson, Ind, Joshua Miller –
also USGC secretary-treasurer – said USGC is in final stages
of approval to open a brick-and-mortar office in India. He
pointed out the organization has been after this for many
years and is excited by its potential. “It’s a huge country, it’s
one of the highest-populated countries on Earth, and we’re
going to have an office in-country,” he enthused.
Sales of ethanol co-product DDGS from the U.S. have
picked up in Vietnam, Indonesia and Thailand since 2017.
Vietnam has become the second-largest market for such
A return to China
exports behind Mexico, with a growing feed and livestock
One larger, longer-established market is presenting some
industry, Sifferath said. USGC has staff on the ground to
emerging opportunities for more traditional crop usage.
work with the livestock and aquaculture industries to grow
USMEF is working to sell more fresh chilled pork to China
their imports and sending U.S. farmers on trade missions to
and build a preference for U.S. supply. Too, this importing
explain about corn production and quality.
juggernaut represents reinvigorated exports for U.S. crop as
Miller described Southeast Asia as “a phenomenal success
livestock feed, said Ed Ebert.
story” for growth in U.S. corn sales, particularly Vietnam and
Three factors have converged to make 2020-21 bumper
Indonesia. When African swine fever (ASF) decimated the
marketing
years for corn sales to China. One is Chinese
hog herd in Vietnam, he said USGC was there to support
producers
working to reestablish the nation’s pork inventory
producers switching over to poultry production.
“Our guys were there with (corn) nutritional
values; our guys were there with feed rations;
our guys were there with support,” he said.
Central American nations such as Guatemala,
Costa Rica, Honduras and Panama continue
to be growing markets for U.S. corn exports
despite the leveling effect of COVID-19, said
Sifferath. Exports to North African countries
Egypt, Tunisia and Morocco are promising too;
in fact, he said the United States used to supply
80 percent of the corn import share in Egypt
before 2007, when Ukraine became a player.
USGC is working with cornstarch manufacturers in Egypt to try to increase U.S. corn sales
again – and efforts are paying off to show how
higher starch yield from U.S. stock offsets its
higher price. There is also momentum to sell
ICMC board member Paul Hodgen, a Putnam County farmer, gave a virtual
tour of his farm to a group from Mexico in 2020.
feed corn into Egypt’s growing poultry sector,
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ISA and ICMC frequently hosts foreign trade teams interested in learning more about Indiana-grown corn and soybeans.

after cases of ASF first found in 2018 led to mass hog slaughter to stop its spread. Another, said Sifferath, are changes in
China to update its pork production biosecurity, including
the outlawing of human food waste for hogs, to eliminate
that vector of reintroduction of ASF. Formulated feed must
replace that estimated 30 million tons of lost feed, and so a
higher percentage of corn – and soy meal – is being used in
rations.
“They’ve really made significant investments in modernization and updating facilities, and African swine fever has basically wiped out the small-scale pig industry in that country,”
Ebert said, explaining Chinese pork farrowing and finishing is
trending more toward large U.S.-style facilities.
The third factor has been the Phase One trade deal. Last
summer, Sifferath saw China begin buying large volumes
of U.S. corn and continuing into the current marketing year.
The country is set to overtake Mexico as the United States’
largest customer in 2021.
Here and in other markets, Sifferath noted USGC wouldn’t
be able to do its work without the support of partners such
as ICMC and its member farmers and agribusinesses. The
funding helps it maintain staff in other countries and work
toward overcoming global trade barriers, and individuals’
willingness to travel and promote U.S. ag goods is invaluable
in spreading goodwill and data to buyers.

Policy and Lobby work
Checkoff funds are spent by ICMC toward on-the-ground
marketing in these and many other countries. And, while
those dollars cannot, by law, fund the governmental policy
work of ICGA, ICGA does carry out complementary efforts to

ICMC – including lobbying for increased federal spending to
pair with checkoff marketing funds.
Steve Howell said ICGA also advocates on behalf of Indiana producers for favorable terms in free trade agreements
– such as COTPA and the more recent U.S.-Mexico-Canada
Agreement that replaced the longstanding North American
Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA). When there was first talk
about overhauling NAFTA a few years ago, he explained the
Indiana corn policy group worked with a delegation at the
federal level to stress the importance of Canadian and Mexican export markets for the state’s ag goods.
He said ICGA also champions favorable policies for corn
producers through “corn in all forms. If Indiana pork products
are being exported, they’re carrying Indiana corn products
with them.”
ICGA lobbies for better-funded highways, waterways
and other infrastructure at the state and federal levels; and
assists the U.S. to meet or overcome wariness of ag biotech
that can hurt sales in ag destination markets. These are two
issues Howell said aren’t always thought of in connection to
a state crop organization – but are really relevant.
For instance, ICGA has long lobbied for funding to upgrade
locks and dams and to dredge the lower Mississippi to allow
larger and heavier-laden vessels to safely load out for export
shipping. Last month’s six-day blockage of the Suez Canal
by a container ship stuck in a shallow sandbar was a madeto-order illustration of the importance of updated waterways
maintenance.
Behind all of Indiana Corn’s promotion and policy efforts is
“just that constant drumbeat of ‘we’ve got to find new markets for our products,’” Howell added.
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Soy checkoffs drive demand and
improve diets worldwide
BY ANN HINCH

N

ine ago, the United States and Colombia signed the
U.S.-Colombia Trade Promotion Agreement, which
immediately removed tariffs on about 80 percent of
agricultural and other U.S. exports and scheduled removal
of others over 10 years.
Not long after, the Indiana Soybean Alliance (ISA)
identified the South American nation as a “country of
interest” to the state’s farmers, both because it is relatively
easy to reach for travel and shipping and for the rich
potential of sales. ISA Senior Director of Grain Production
and Utilization, Ed Ebert, said in 2016 about 20 farmer board
members visited Colombia, then decided they needed to
grow the relationships they’d formed with local end users
and processors.
Using state checkoff funds, ISA board member and
farmer Mark Legan from Coatesville, Ind., noted ISA can
target growth programs to specific markets like Colombia
through national partners. One of these partnerships with
the U.S. Soybean Export Council (USSEC) is exporting
Indiana soybean oil. This also includes educating end users
on the quality and sustainability of U.S. product versus oil
originating from other countries.
He said Colombia is “an economy that’s opening up, and
as people move to a higher level of income, the first thing
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they do is upgrade their diet” – usually focusing on putting
more protein on the plate.

Protein is king
The American Soybean Assoc. World Initiative for Soy in
Human Health (WISHH) is another national partner for ISA.
Executive Director Liz Hare explained in developing nations,
as people’s incomes increase and their standard of living
rises, they begin demanding higher-protein food – including
eggs and meat from livestock, poultry and aquaculture fed
on soy meal.
WISHH’s impetus is to introduce U.S. soy into emerging
markets as a reliable, sustainable protein source both for
human consumption and livestock use, the latter of which
makes up 70 percent or more of local food production.
“We know in a place like Ghana (for instance), local
production of soybeans does not meet current demand that
exists now, today,” Hare said, explaining much of the growth
potential in this and similar markets is in animal feed.
One of WISHH’s chief efforts is persuading farmers
abroad to replace home-mixed feed and food waste given
to animals with more formulated feed containing soy. She
said local representatives do feeding trials and demonstrate
the practices and results at field days to show producers

the difference it makes in animal development. At the same
time, local millers/processors can meet farmers, learn their
needs and tout the benefits of higher-quality feedstuffs
made with U.S. soybeans.
“The farmers see the difference in those field days,” Hare
said, “(and) that causes them to seek out the formulated
feeds.”
An ocean apart, Ghana and Colombia are just two
countries with significant potential to increase their
purchases of U.S. soy. Mac Marshall, vice president, Market
Intelligence for United Soybean Board (USB) and USSEC,
noted Southeast Asian economies also growing rapidly
include Indonesia, which is one of the United States’ top 10
largest-volume soybean export
market. Vietnam – which ISA
farmer-members visited in 2018
– has increased its U.S. soy
imports more than fivefold in
the past decade, and Thailand
and Philippines have each
tripled their purchases in that
time.
And Bangladesh – the world’s
eighth most-populous country
– has really taken off as an
Liz Hare
emerging market, he said. Ten
years ago, the U.S. didn’t export whole soybeans there and
in 2020, it shipped 1.3 million metric tons. Though he said
this year the U.S. has seen some decline to that because of
duty changes, Bangladesh’s soy meal demand is increasing.

‘Prime these markets’
In Colombia, Marshall said in 2011 the U.S. sold fewer
than 50,000 metric tons of soybean meal, whereas that
figure is now approaching 1.4 million. Neighboring Ecuador
has increased its purchases four-fold in that same decade
and, nearby, Honduras has doubled its imports. Much of
that growth, he noted, has occurred during the past five
years and is a testament to work done by checkoff-funded
efforts to “prime these markets” and give the farmers and
processors a taste of the quality U.S. soy offers the animal
ag sector.
In Africa, U.S. Soy leadership has established two Soy
Excellence Centers in Egypt and Nigeria over the past
two years. Marshall said many countries in Sub-Saharan
Africa are not importing soybeans or soy products because
consumption isn’t high enough. However, by showing what
soybean meal can do for their domestic poultry quality, he
thinks the U.S. might persuade local operators to build a
preference.
For example, through the work of international marketing
programs and U.S. Soy, Egypt has scaled up its chicken
production over the last 20 years, becoming a notable

importer of both soybeans and soybean meal. The U.S. has
quadrupled its whole bean exports there since 2010, with 4
million tons shipped in 2020. Need for aquaculture feed is
growing too.
“You also see this changeover in their import behavior,
from being meal importers to scaling up their processing
for whole-bean capacity,” Marshall noted, explaining
processing infrastructure helps create permanence of
continuous demand for U.S. beans. Once more countries
in Sub-Saharan Africa build up “maturation factors” and
increase need for soy, he said the hope is they will look to
the U.S. first.
The importance of making U.S. soy attractive to emerging
markets and even seeking
expanded sales with established
customers was highlighted by
the drop in exports to China
in 2018 and 2019. That trade
war emphasized the need for
increased market diversification,
he said; it also helped spur the
Dare to Compare campaign
USSEC launched last November.
This is an effort aimed at
teaching livestock producers
Mark Legan
the nutritional benefits of soy
in animal rations, and noting even if U.S. soy costs more
than, say, Brazilian soybeans, the meal earns that difference
in performance. Marketing soy is about proving buyers’
bang for their buck even if the U.S. is not always the least
expensive supplier.
“It’s really about showing how we’re differentiated,”
Marshall said, adding U.S. soy is uniquely high-quality,
sustainable and reliable, since the United States has strong
infrastructure to provide this product year-over-year.

Aiming for longevity
Another of WISHH’s key efforts is what Hare called a
“market systems approach” – doing work along the value
chain to make sure the components are set in place for
future and sustained soy imports, to help ensure a target
nation’s food security.
“Food security is really just access to affordable and
available food,” she said, and WISHH’s goal is to create a
bridge between “there’s an issue here” and “we want U.S.
soy to be part of that solution … If these things improved just
a little bit, if we took these things up just a few notches, so
much could be done.”
In many places, she said human consumption of soy
begins with school meals. That government will award
contracts to supply the meals, which gives local businesses
opportunity to fill them. From there, these suppliers expand
to providing commercial grocery food. On the livestock feed
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In Central America, she said there is significant growth
potential in demand for high-protein beverages and “graband-go” soy food products similar to those sold in the U.S.
She explained WISHH works closely with each nation’s
farmers and agribusinesses to gear technical training
toward what they really need to help grow soy-fed markets.
When COVID-19 struck a year ago, partner companies in
Africa reported they still wanted training, but in-person help
wasn’t safe. WISHH shifted to virtual online training; in fact,
going virtual even allowed more experienced partners in
one country to help train those in a newer market.

Promoting engagement

side, poultry and eggs are a major market in a number of
countries where soy can begin, then expand to aquaculture
production.
A few years ago, Hare explained U.S. Soy checkoff redid
its international marketing strategy, dividing countries
into four categories: developing, emerging, expanding
and mature. WISHH, established in 2000, works only in
developing and emerging markets that don’t already
import U.S. soy, or very little – once a specific industry’s soy
purchases and use reach the “expanding” or “mature” point,
USSEC takes over the programs.
Just one example is CAST (Commercialization of
Aquaculture for Sustainable Trade) in Cambodia, which
is a five-year, $17 million project to improve the country’s
farmed seafood industry. Part of building a successful
infrastructure for this industry to continue being able to
purchase U.S. soy has been encouraging the creation of a
national aquaculturalist association whose membership
includes farmers, feed millers, other businesses and
government representatives.
In Cambodia, Hare said the government recognizes
aquaculture as a key in the national economy’s recovery
from COVID-19. The association is hoping to allow farmers
and millers to advocate for their needs into the future, long
after CAST ends, and to pay dividends to U.S. growers in the
form of continued soy imports. WISHH is also assisting with
introducing soy for hog feeding trials in the country, as well
as in direct human food use.
In Sri Lanka and Central American countries, WISHH is
also working to promote soy for direct human consumption.
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Going virtual has helped ISA adjust marketing in the last
year too. Unable to host foreign buyers in person, Ed Ebert
said Indiana farmers have been able to provide them an
up-close look in their fields during planting, harvesting, and
mid-season tours via Zoom and other streaming platforms
He said ISA is a significant supporter of U.S. Soy through
membership and targeted programs it sponsors to focus
on areas ISA directors have identified as having growth
potential for soybeans.
Such engagement, Ebert added, is about getting farmers
involved directly in overseas sales. It lets them know
they’re not “just sending a bunch of money someplace,” but
allows them to take ownership of helping develop U.S. and
Indiana trade relations: “All of our work is complementary to
creating additional demand and moving the pile in market
development.”
In total use of the soybean, Marshall said worldwide
the primary driver is still in meal for animal feed and oil
for human consumption. But there are opportunities for
expanded usage, such as the growing market for biodiesel
and bioproducts such as foam and rubber. Some of the
more novel products are discovered through national and
state checkoff efforts – in Indiana, one of these best-known
sponsorships is the ISA/Purdue University Student Soybean
Innovation Competition, which has been inventing new
soybean uses for nearly 30 years.
“These are smaller opportunities in terms of volume that
really help underscore how versatile the soybean is” for
future marketing, Marshall explained.
That cooperation between national and state soy checkoff
groups is one of the most critical factors to success for
grower exports, he added. As supply chains globally
become more transparent to consumers, buyers want a
better understanding of where the raw product comes from
and how it’s grown – and state checkoffs like ISA are key
actors in doing just that.
In fact, telling the U.S. farm story in foreign markets is “one
of the best uses” ISA’s Legan believes he has seen of state
checkoff dollars.

THERE’S A LOT
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Gary Lamie Scholarship winners pursue
research in soil fertility and phenotyping
BY EMMA HOPKINS-O’BRIEN

D

espite the country coming to a rolling stop last year
right before planting season, a certain two graduate
students were still working hard, walking the fields
and sifting through data for corn-production gold.
Purdue graduate students Garrett Verhagen and Seth
Tolley received the Indiana Corn Marketing Council’s (ICMC)
Gary Lamie Scholarship in 2020. Named after former ICMC
president Lamie, who died suddenly in 2013, the graduate
student corn research assistantships are granted to
students conducting research directly related to the Indiana
corn industry.
Verhagen in particular was able to use the ICMC funds
in an experiment to evaluate the impact of a sulfur
application on plant health and nutrient removal in varying
management situations. This was part of a larger experiment
in evaluating yield and nutritional effects on varying hybrid
varieties of corn, when supplemented with sulfur and other
nutrients such as potassium.
“Why study sulfur and potassium?” Verhagen asked
rhetorically during his results presentation. “Because sulfur
deficiency symptoms have become increasingly common,
and most Indiana research on the subject is outdated or
inconclusive.”
Additionally, Verhagen said fertilizer prices are surging in
2021, and farmers wanting to maximize their yield at current
corn prices need to know if such an application is worth
it. Using no-till, strip-till, chisel-plow and moldboard plow
management techniques, Verhagen set up 48 plots at two
sites with varying hybrids to plot the effect of sulfur and
potassium on the crops.
Though the research is ongoing, results from 2020
indicate that, though sulfur and potassium applications can
increase nutrient removal, they do not have much of an
effect on overall yield. Hybrid variability, he believes, played
a large role in nutrient uptake and removal response to
fertility application.

Phenotyping technology
Tolley, who received his Master’s degree in plant breeding
and genetics at Purdue, used the scholarship to extend
his PhD research working with phenotyping technology –
specifically unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs)—to collect
plant data, and using ear photometry for phenotyping.
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Between May and September of 2020, Tolley oversaw 19
UAV flights throughout the growing season and processed
the data collected via software such as GRYFN, Phenix
and Piz4D. The goal was to monitor in-season growth and
development in the crops using reference measurements
such as stand count, plant height, flowering date, grain yield
and others. With ear photometry, Tolley assessed 25 yield
components using kernels per ear, ear length and average
kernel weight.
“We are evaluating the use of technologies such as ear
photometry and unmanned aerial vehicles in understanding
and predicting yield in corn,” Tolley explained. “The
integration of these phenomics tools with genomics could
help to improve future yields.”
Ag companies use this kind of technology – UAVs and
ear photometers – to develop greater-yielding hybrids,
and Tolley wanted to validate and demonstrate their utility.
Validation of phenotyping tech has become extremely
important to the corn industry, as companies and growers
rely increasingly on the data collected using such
techniques.

Passion for agronomy
Most toddlers do not simply wake up one day with an
interest in agronomy that would grow and lead to higher
education and career plans, but this might actually have
been the case with Verhagen, who said his parents tell
stories of him crawling and digging through dirt and plants
at their home near Sammamish, Wash., before he could
even walk.
“By the fourth grade, I decided to forego Pokémon
cards and spend my birthday money on an AeroGarden
hydroponic system,” Verhagen said. “I opted to grow the
‘Purple Super-Hot peppers’, much to my excitement and my
parents’ concern.”
Throughout his grade school career, Verhagen retained
his interest in plants, using science class time to conduct
experiments, and even becoming the coordinator of a
local community garden as a sophomore in high school.
Needless to say, his undergraduate studies at Purdue were
focused on plant breeding.
By 2017, Verhagen was working in Dr. Tony Vyn’s lab,
exploring the vast extent of plant science and enjoying

Garrett Verhagen

Seth Tolley

every long day of field work. Finding corn production to be
his true passion, he became the research technician and
lab manager for Vyn’s lab after graduating in 2018. A year
later, Dr. Vyn gave him the opportunity to pursue a Master’s
degree in corn research, which he accepted.
Originally from Avon, Ill., Tolley became interested in
agriculture through his experiences growing up on a grain
and cattle farm.
“I particularly liked the seasons of planting and
harvesting on the farm,” he said. “When I was young, I
enjoyed riding in the combine with my dad and helping out
on the farm as I got older.”
Tolley’s parents and brother continue to grow crops and
cattle in Illinois, and he said his experiences there have had
a strong impact on his educational choices. But between
his experiences with plants and cattle, his interest swayed
more toward agronomy.
”I think plants are fascinating,” he said. “It is incredible to
me that a single kernel of corn can produce an ear with
over 600 kernels.”
Having essentially grown up in cornfields, Tolley decided
crop sciences was the right undergraduate degree for
him, and he proved himself correct, graduating from the
University of Illinois in Champaign in 2017. Soon after, he
rolled into the Hoosier state seeking a Master’s degree in
plant breeding and genetics. He completed that in 2019,
and is currently working on his PhD under Dr. Mitchell
Tuinstra, whom he worked with during his phenotyping
research.

Purdue provided opportunities
Both graduate students found attending Purdue gave them
the opportunities they needed to gain more experience in
agriculture and to pursue graduate degrees involving such
intensive and relevant research. Both were thrilled with the
opportunities their ICMC funding allowed them during a year
adjusting to life in a pandemic-fraught world. It also helped
them employ undergraduates to help with the research,
including some who had lost their jobs due to the pandemic.
“The most satisfying aspect of my research is collaborating
with other researchers at Purdue,” Tolley said.
Tolley plans to continue his PhD research at Purdue in plant
breeding and genetics, and eventually wants to work in the
industry.
“Growing up on the farm has had a great impact on me,
especially in areas such as work ethic and respect for others.
It has also given me a desire to pursue a career in an industry
that can have an impact on farms like the one I grew up on.”
Verhagen said his ongoing research has reinforced
his future goals of joining industry where he can use his
research, technical and software-based knowledge to
advance the best products to producers, while at the same
time continuing to work with Dr. Vyn in publishing work in
scientific journals.
“Through the support I have received from early-life
mentors, graduate-study sponsors, and many more highly
involved individuals, I have been able to gain the experience
and knowledge required to fulfill my life purpose of pursuing
the advancement of agricultural science,” Verhagen said.
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Soy-based biostimulant wins Student
Soybean Innovation Competition
BY DAVE BLOWER JR.

A

Additionally, this product is entirely
liquid biostimulant, designed to promote growth
composed of organic substances,
in crops grown in vertical
which may be attractive for customers.
farms, earned the top honors
“One of the major successes we
during the 27th annual Student
saw
with our product is how great
Soybean Innovation Competition
it
worked
with lettuce we’ve grown
this year. Two Purdue Univerin
the
greenhouse,”
said Chen, who
sity sophomores, Cai Chen of
added
that
when
biostimulant
was
Elmont, N.Y., Nate Nauman of
added
to
lettuce,
it
was
30
percent
West Lafayette, Ind., and gradlarger than standard lettuce.
uate student Emmanuel Alagbe
The biostimulant market, which is
of Ibadan, Nigeria, will share the
Winning
the
$20,000
top
prize
was
Team
Biostimulant,
mostly
in Europe currently, is a $2.4
competition’s $20,000 top prize.
which includes, from left, Emmanual Alagbe, Nathaniel
billion
industry
with abundant space
The Student Soybean InnovaNauman and Cai Chen. These Purdue University students
to
grow,
especially
in North America.
tion Competition is sponsored
developed a liquid biostimulant, designed to promote
This
market
is
projected
to be worth
growth in crops grown in vertical farms.
by the Indiana Soybean Alliance
$5.69
billion
in
2026,
according
to
(ISA) and Purdue University. The
industry
analysts.
For
now,
though,
these
three
students
are
awards ceremony was conducted as a virtual event for the secmaking plans for spending the $20,000 in prize money.
ond consecutive year due to restrictions for public gatherings
“We now have enough money to buy our competitors’ prodas a result of the COVID-19 pandemic. To win this competition,
ucts
and test them against our own,” Nauman said smiling.
Purdue University students must develop novel applications for
soybeans that satisfy a market need. This is among the most
Seven teams competed this year
popular events each year for Indiana’s soybean checkoff.
This year, seven teams composed of 22 Purdue University
“The goal of this contest is to highlight the versatility of
students and 14 faculty advisors, finished the competition. The
soybeans while addressing a need in agriculture or the genparticipating students represent a variety of majors including
eral public,” said Anngie Steinbarger, who is an ISA Board
food science, engineering, animal science and finance. In adMember from Edinburgh, Ind., and one of the farmer judges
dition, each team works with two faculty advisors who provide
for this year’s contest. “ISA is very happy to work with Purdue
technical and market research support.
students in the contest as we look to expand markets for
The contest introduces Purdue students to the multi-facetsoybeans grown in Indiana. This biostimulant is mostly made
ed
uses and vast potential of soybeans while drawing on stuof a soybean protein, and it has been developed to help grow
dents’
creativity to develop products that utilize soy. Following
crops. This seems like a slam dunk for what we want from this
the
contest,
ISA works to develop the products, evaluate their
competition.”
long-term
feasibility
and commercial viability.
Biostimulants help crops germinate rapidly, achieve greater
“Indiana
soybean
checkoff
funds are used to find new uses
plant mass and yield, and improve nutrient uptake. However,
and
new
markets
for
our
soybeans;
thereby creating demand
they do not act as fertilizers or pesticides, because they do not
and helping our farms to be more profitable and sustainable,”
add new nutrients like Nitrogen or repel pests. The winning
said Steinbarger. “This event allows us to create relationships
product is 98 percent soy “So when our product is applied to
with bright and innovative students and their mentors at Purplants, it has the capacity to improve the growth rate and also
due. Some of the products that evolve out of this contest could
ease stress,” Alagbe explained.
potentially have a positive impact on our soybean prices.”
The winning Purdue students said this biostimulant is unique
Previous contest winners include last year’s HerbiSoy, a
when compared to products already on the market, because
non-toxic, soy-based herbicide, and the winner from 2019,
soy protein peptides have antimicrobial and antibacterial propStroy, drinking straws made from soybean plastic. The everties. These properties are significant, because many crops,
er-popular soybean crayons and soy candles are past winners,
especially lettuce, are sometimes recalled due to foodborne
as well.
illnesses such as listeria. Soy protein hydrolysate biostimulants
decrease the chances for pathogens to contaminate food.
Earning second place, and a $10,000 prize, this year was
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Team Sage 2.0, which developed a soy-based, hypoallergenic
athletic tape called Arachnitape. This team consists of four
Purdue juniors including Andres Dextre of Lima, Peru, Erick
Forkpah of Greensboro, N.C., Sarah Heffner of Indianapolis,
Ind., and Jieun (Grace) Lee of Daejon, South Korea. Arachnitape is water resistant but still supportive, which should help
athletes, Team Sage 2.0 said.
Finishing third, and earning a $5,000 prize was Team Soykind, which created an eco-friendly and innovative replacement
for cosmetic face masks. Team Soykind is made up of three
Purdue seniors including Luke DeLong of Sullivan, Ill., Vy (Vee)
Le of Sugar Land, Texas, and Shulin Wang of Jining, China.
Unlike most cosmetic face masks on the market today, Team
Soykind’s product is completely bio-degradable.
This contest also includes a People’s Choice award of $500,
which is determined by online votes during a presentation of
each product. Team Soyrenity, which created a transdermal
patch for patients who suffer from bone density pain or to
sooth symptoms related to menopause. Team Soyrentiy members include Purdue seniors Natasha Abraham of New York,
N.Y., John Mutter of Grayslake, Ill., and graduate student Diana
Ramirez-Gutierrez of Bogota, Colombia.

Farmers investing in innovation
Indiana soybean farmers’ investment in finding new soybean
innovations is not limited to the competition. The state soybean checkoff also funds the Soybean Utilization Endowed

Lettuce treated with the soy-based biostiumulant 28 days after
planting.

Chair at Purdue’s College of Agriculture, Dr. Nathan Mosier, to
lead research into new uses for soybeans.
At present, ISA is working with companies in the concrete
industry to market an innovative soy-based concrete durability
enhancer developed through checkoff-funded research at
Purdue University. This soy-based product, called Poreshield,
is ideal for concrete roadway infrastructure where protecting
the environment is a key requirement or consideration.
Go online to www.indianasoybean.com/checkoff-investments/
new-use-innovation for more details on ISA’s investment in
soybean innovation. To view the awards ceremony, go online
to the ISA’s YouTube page at www.youtube.com/watch?v=in9YwFoFEu4

ISA Student Soybean Product Innovation Competition winners
Year
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2000
2001
2002
2004
2005
2008
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021

Product		Team members
Crayon		Jocelyn Wong, Thomas Chang and Don Rode
Fire starter		Amy Khal and Brian Beales
Birthday candle		Amy Khal, Rahul Nair and Adam Watkins
Ski wax		Ryan Howard and Faye Mulvaney
Cereal		Aaron Davis, Jon Gray and Laura Zimmer
Gel (tie)		Ryan Howard and Faye Mulvaney
Cracker (tie)		Amanda Zeltner, Melody Marshall and Markelle Grossman
Heating fuel		Matt Peter, Louis Cassens and Bekki Kennedy
Marker		Brian Costigan, Mindy Durack, Rylie Vance and Amanda Stewart
Nail polish remover
Ruth Hegarty and Courtney Howard
Pectin jam		Phil Dorroll, Courtney Howard and Ruth Hegarty Pinto
Waffle bowl (tie)
Brian Hunter, Clay Arnett and Todd Case
Clay pigeons (tie)
Benn Hall, John Mullen, David Conway and Adrien Boeh
Cupcake liners		Marcianne Colglazier, Victoria Horton, Erin Rosswurm and Anna Verseman
Soy Tabs excipient
Danielle Carpenter, Krista Eakins, Ryan Fox and Brittany Phillips
Denture cream		Manaz Taleyarkhan, Ankit Gupta, Alvin Ang and David Barron
Flexible circuit board
Aniruddha Kelkar, Carmen Valverde-Paniagua and Anand Venkatesan
Fiber insulation		Anshu Gupta, John Grace and Solwoo Kim
3D printer material
Carmen Valverde-Paniagua, Nicole Devlin and Yanssen Tandy
Air freshener		Evan Anderson, Sean Anderson and Sara Richert
Exfoliating bead		Samuel Lewis, Steve Ferris, Alison Switzer and Ryan Pendergast
Air filter		Anderson Smith, Andrew Huang, Sushant Mehan and Samaneh Saadat
Hydroseeding tech
Terence Babb, Susan Hubbard, Jacob Semonis and Christopher Stichter
Drinking straws		Morgan Malm, Ruth Zhong and Natalie Stephenson
Herbicide		Alyson Chaney and Peyton Clark
Biostimulant		Cai Chen, Nathaniel Nauman and Emmanuel Alagbe

*2003, 2006, 2007 no contest held
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SOYBEAN GALL MIDGE
A new pest of soybean in the Midwestern region
resulting in significant injury

Soybean gall midge has been reported in five states (Nebraska, South Dakota,
Iowa, Minnesota, and Missouri), and is expanding in distribution.
This bulletin provides information on scouting for early-detection of this pest.
Checkoff funding is supporting on-farm studies on mitigation of
damage due to gall midge feeding.
Larvae (maggots) are
white turning orange
as they mature.
Multiple larvae infest
the stem at the base of
the plant.

Adults are small flies (1/4
inch long) with banded
legs and are extremely
difficult to spot in the
field. Scouting efforts
should focus on
larvae only.

WHEN TO SCOUT:
•

R1 (flowering) through R6 (full seed set)

WHERE TO SCOUT:

•
•
•

First four rows on edges of soybean fields
Field edges adjacent to last year’s soybean fields
Field edges adjacent to ditches and tree
lines with dense, grassy vegetation

WHAT TO LOOK FOR:
•
•
•
•
•

Wilted, dead or lodged plants
Dark lesions at base of plant
Swollen or cracked stems
Plants that snap easily at the soil surface
White/orange larvae under dark lesions on stem

Soybean gall midge is not currently reported in
Indiana. If suspected, contact your local
extension office or state extension specialist
Christian Krupke (ckrupke@purdue.edu)
This bulletin was developed by Amy Raudenbush and Kelley Tilmon,
Department of Entomology, The Ohio State University.
We would like to thank Justin McMechan,
University of Nebraska-Lincoln for providing images.
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Support provided by:

Consider Corn Challenge III
encourages new uses for field corn

T

he National Corn Growers
Association (NCGA) recently
launched Consider Corn
Challenge III, an open-innovation
contest seeking participants to submit
proposals for new uses of field corn as
a feedstock for producing sustainable
chemicals and products with significant
market demand.
“Corn is an affordable, abundant, sustainably grown crop
that has a myriad of uses and applications, which is why we
are holding our third Consider Corn Challenge contest,” said
Bob Hemesath, chair of the NCGA’s Market Development
Action Team (MDAT) and an Iowa farmer. “Corn’s cost
as a feedstock has benefited greatly by improvements
in technology, production and logistics efficiency. With
society’s interest in more biobased products, we know we
have the solution and that’s corn.”
Previous winners of the Consider Corn Challenge contests
have scaled up to the next phase of development, received
additional grant funding, entered into joint agreements,
and obtained registration for state biobased production
incentives.
Consider Corn Challenge II winner Derek Wells from
ExoPolymer said he has experienced many benefits from
participating in the Challenge. ExoPolymer, Inc. intends
to create a new profile of customizable, polysaccharidebased hydrocolloids that are domestically produced by
microbial fermentation using corn sugar as a feedstock.
These new hydrocolloids will meet the growing needs and
performance gaps in the healthcare, personal care, food,
pharmaceutical and energy industries.
“As a past recipient of the Consider Corn Challenge
award from the NCGA, we have been able to deepen our
technology base regarding the differential properties of our
novel materials,” said Wells. “Due to these efforts, we are
currently investigating several targeted market applications
and feasibility studies at scale. The CCC award also helped
to put a spotlight on our innovative approach, enabling us
to raise additional funding and continue our progress. We
are grateful for the recognition by the NCGA and are looking
forward to further applying our technology for additional
valuable uses of this important agricultural product.”
If all nine winners of the first two Consider Corn
Challenges reached full commercialization with products
available in the marketplace, the potential for additional
corn demand could be approximately 2.9 billion bushels.
“Corn farmers continue to take advantage of the

technology that allows them to grow
a bigger crop on less land with less
resources per bushel, and that means
there’s enough carryout available to meet
the needs for food, feed, fuel and new
uses,” Hemesath said. “This contest is a
way to help us think outside of the box and
meet the needs of our customers, who are
asking for sustainable, biobased products.”
One to six winners will be selected with a total prize pool
of $150,000, split equally between winners. The submission
deadline is June 3, and winners will be announced in
September. Learn more about the Consider Corn Challenge
III submission process by visiting ncga.com/key-issues/
other-topics/new-uses
“We’ve had very diverse and robust applications and
winners from the previous two Consider Corn Challenges,
and I am looking forward to seeing who is working on
a technology that can utilize field corn as a feedstock
for producing sustainable chemicals and products with
quantifiable market demand,” said NCGA Director of Market
Development Sarah McKay.
Specific application areas being considered for this
Challenge include:
• Biobased materials from novel mixes of corn-derived
plastics
• Compostable plastics with high tensile strength, such as
netting or packaging materials
• Heavy-duty fuels or drop-in chemicals, such as
sustainable aviation fuel or biodiesel derived from corn
glucose
• Carbon fiber
• Other high-value molecules

Department of Energy driving demand
An important step forward to driving demand for corn was
recently achieved, thanks to the work of state and national
corn growers’ staff and members of the NCGA’s MDAT.
In the most recent Funding Opportunity Announcement
(FOA), the U.S. Department of Energy’s (DOE) Bioenergy
Technologies Office (BETO) clarified that corn grain is an
acceptable feedstock. This means that starch-derived
sugars, specifically starches from field corn, were clarified
as acceptable a manufacturing material, such as a
renewable source for making new plastics.
“This is an important evolution in how DOE interprets
legislative intent,” said McKay. “Given U.S. corn growers’
continued on next page
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NCGA to host special session
on new uses for corn
In Mid-May, the National Corn Growers
Association (NCGA) will host a special
session of the Corn Utilization and
Technology Conference (CUTC) focused
on funding for research, development
and commercialization of new uses for
corn. This special session will bring together a panel of
experts from both the public and private sectors to discuss
funding across the research spectrum from beginning
level to financing new capital at existing facilities.
This free online event is scheduled for 11-12:30 Eastern
Time on Thursday, May 13.

The Indiana Corn Marketing Council is
among the program’s sponsors. Indiana
farmers are encouraged to attend to
learn more about corn new uses and
the funding mechanisms necessary
to get a new corn products and
technologies to market.
“One of the key aspects of CUTC is to build a community
of researchers and other stakeholders who are focused on
new technology,” said Randy DeSutter, chair of the NCGA
Sustainable Ag Research Action Team. “COVID limited
our ability to bring this group together, so this session is a

Consider Corn . . . continued from page 25
ability to efficiently produce, it is clear that corn can not only
meet the needs of existing markets but can enable exciting
new markets for renewable materials. We are excited to
continue working with BETO and other government agencies
to lay the groundwork and develop a solid foundation for
future markets for corn.”
BETO works to develop industrially relevant technologies
to enable domestically produced biofuels and bioproducts.
“We really appreciate the time that the senior leadership
at DOE took to discuss policy with us, and we are looking
forward to seeing new research focused on corn renewable
chemicals,” said Dan Wesely, Chair of the NCGA Market
Development Action Team.
The timing of this announcement is important because it

means those looking for funding opportunities through BETO’s Plastics Innovations Challenge can use corn as a base for
recycling technologies in the manufacture of new plastics.
“One of the primary areas of potential is in bioplastics,”
McKay added. “Now, BETO is able to use corn grain for
agency funding and testing in national laboratories. Corn
is an abundant, affordable, sustainably produced product,
making it a competitive crop to use for bioplastics and other
bioproducts.”
An example of a product that could now be developed to
use corn grain as an industrial feedstock ingredient is singleuse plastics such as water bottles and plastic bags. Learn
more about corn as an industrial feedstock and NCGA’s
initiatives around new uses at ncga.com/newuses

The three winners of the Consider Corn Challenge II were ExoPolymer, based out of San Carlos, Calif., Sumatra Biorenewables from
Ames, Iowa, and the USDA Agricultural Research Service in Peoria, Ill. At the awards presentation, from left, are Dan Wesely, chair
of the NCGA Market Development Action Team; Gordon Selling, USDA ARS; Nacu Hernandez, Sumatra Biorenewables; Derek Wells,
ExoPolymer; and NCGA Vice President of Market Development Jim Bauman.
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good opportunity to have an informational program that
is of interest to our entire CUTC audience and keep this
community engaged and cohesive.”
Funding is an essential component of innovation at
every stage, and the panelists are uniquely suited to
address a broad range of funding aspects. Dr. Valerie
Reed and Dr. Tim Conner will describe programs at
the Department of Energy and the USDA. Reed is the
Acting Director of the Department of Energy BioEnergy
Technology Office. Conner is the Acting Deputy Director
for the Institute of Bioenergy, Climate and Environment
and the Institute of Food Safety and Nutrition within
USDA’s National Institute of Food and Agriculture.
Eric McAfee and John May will provide insights on
funding mechanisms in the private sector, and how to
apply them, to fund business growth and other needs
successfully. May is a career investment banker who
specializes in all forms of debt and project finance.
McAfee is founder of eight public companies including
Aemetis, an advanced renewable fuels company; Pacific
Ethanol; Evolution Petroleum and Vertex.
“We are very excited to have panelists of such high
caliber and think that our audience will be able to learn a
great deal regarding funding innovative projects to extend
uses for corn,” said DeSutter.

The sponsors include: ICMC, Fluid Quip, ITOCHU, Kansas
Corn Commission, Minnesota Corn Growers Association
and Ohio Corn and Wheat Growers Association.
Additional information, including how to register for the
program, can be found at www.ncga.com/get-involved/
corn-utilization-and-technology-conference-cutc

WHEN PUSHING YIELDS,
IT PAYS TO BE FLEXIBLE.
Drive profitability and manage tough-to-control weeds with
the combined performance of Asgrow ® brand soybeans and
XtendFlex ® Technology – the industry’s first triple-stacked
soybean trait containing tolerance to dicamba, glyphosate
and glufosinate. Ask your dealer how much further you can
grow when Asgrow leads the way.

ASGROW.COM

Bayer is a member of Excellence Through Stewardship® (ETS). Bayer products are commercialized in
accordance with ETS Product Launch Stewardship Guidance, and in compliance with Bayer’s Policy for
Commercialization of Biotechnology-Derived Plant Products in Commodity Crops. Commercialized products
have been approved for import into key export markets with functioning regulatory systems. Any crop or material
produced from this product can only be exported to, or used, processed or sold, in countries where all necessary
regulatory approvals have been granted. It is a violation of national and international law to move materials
containing biotech traits across boundaries into nations where import is not permitted. Growers should talk to
their grain handler or product purchaser to confirm their buying position for this product. Excellence Through
Stewardship® is a registered trademark of Excellence Through Stewardship.
XtendiMax® herbicide with VaporGrip® Technology is part of the Roundup Ready® Xtend Crop System, is a
restricted use pesticide and must be used with VaporGrip® Xtra Agent (or an equivalent vapor-reducing agent).
For approved tank-mix products (including VRAs and DRAs), nozzles and other important label information, visit
XtendiMaxApplicationRequirements.com.

ALWAYS READ AND FOLLOW PESTICIDE LABEL DIRECTIONS. XtendiMax® herbicide with VaporGrip®
Technology is a restricted use pesticide. Not all products are registered in all states and may be subject to use
restrictions. The distribution, sale or use of an unregistered pesticide is a violation of federal and/or state law
and is strictly prohibited. Check with your local dealer or representative for the product registration status in your
state. For additional product information, call toll-free 1-866-99-BAYER (1-866-992-2937) or visit our website
at www.BayerCropScience.us. Bayer Crop Science LP, 800 North Lindbergh Boulevard, St. Louis, MO 63167.
Products with XtendFlex® Technology contain genes that confer tolerance to glyphosate, glufosinate and
dicamba. Glyphosate will kill crops that are not tolerant to glyphosate. Glufosinate will kill crops that are not
tolerant to glufosinate. Dicamba will kill crops that are not tolerant to dicamba. Contact your seed brand dealer
or refer to the Bayer Technology Use Guide for recommended weed control programs.
Asgrow and the A Design®, Asgrow®, Bayer, Bayer Cross, Roundup Ready® and XtendFlex® are registered
trademarks of Bayer Group. LibertyLink® and the Water Droplet Design® is a trademark of BASF Corporation.
©2021 Bayer Group. All Rights Reserved.
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J.R. Roesner, who farms in parts of Dubois, Pike, Spencer and Warrick counties, works with his brother, B.J. Roesner, to replace a
nozzle on a Case sprayer earlier this spring.

Southern Indiana corn farmer
a strong advocate for ethanol
BY REGAN HERR

J

.R. Roesner said his background is unconventional.
Upon his Purdue University graduation in 2000, with
a degree in mechanical engineering in hand, Roesner
was on the way to accept his first job when his dad called
and asked him to come back to the family farm. He has
been a Hoosier farmer ever since.
Roesner currently farms with his brother, William, on
their sixth-generation farm near Holland, Ind., where they
grow corn, soybeans and wheat in and around Dubois
County. Approximately 50 percent of the corn produced
on Roesner’s farm is food grade. The other 50 percent
goes to ethanol production, which is something Roesner is
passionate about.
Ethanol is a renewable, domestically produced fuel. It
can be used in low level blends like, E10 or E15, or it can be
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used in higher blends like E85 for flex-fuel vehicles. Ethanol
is typically less expensive at the pump, increases fuel
efficiency and helps reduce greenhouse gas emissions.
Ethanol production is big business, not just in the United
States, but also in Indiana. Roughly 40 percent of the
U.S. corn crop is refined into ethanol and in 2019, ethanol
production accounted for more than 68,600 direct jobs
across the country. For the Hoosier State, in 2019, 47 percent
of our corn crop was refined into ethanol making Indiana the
fifth-largest, ethanol-producing state and boasts 14 ethanol
bio-refining facilities.

Promoting ethanol
Roesner was first elected to the Indiana Corn Marketing
Council (ICMC) in 2016. He took an immediate interest in

ethanol-related projects around the state. Later, Roesner
decided to take his voice to the national level, and he now
serves as the vice chair of the Ethanol Action Team for the
National Corn Growers Association (NCGA).
The Ethanol Action Team supports ethanol production by
working with state and federal lawmakers on policies that
promote the corn-based fuel, such as the Next Generations
Fuel Act. They also assist in engine testing on E15 fuel, work
with the higher blends infrastructure incentive program and
educate consumers on the low carbon fuel for the future.
“With J.R.’s leadership, Indiana is well-represented on the
NCGA’s Ethanol Action Team,” said Helena Jette, who is the
ICMC’s Director of Biofuels and also a member of NCGA’s
Ethanol Action Team. “J.R. is a firm believer in ethanol as
a fuel of the future. A nearby ethanol plant is among the
largest customers for his corn, so he is personally invested
in its success. As a result, he studies and understands
the new policies and rule changes that are debated in
Washington, D.C. and Indianapolis. Indiana corn farmers are
well served by J.R.’s involvement.”
The Next Generations Fuel Act, introduced to the U.S.
Congress in September 2020 by Illinois Rep. Cheri Bustos,
recognizes ethanol as a better high-octane fuel with lowcarbon benefits, reducing greenhouse gas emissions. This
legislation is set to require automakers to establish a new
98 Research Octane Number, remove outdated regulatory
barriers and would allow year 2024 model cars to run on
E30. This legislation could boost long-term corn demand for
clean, affordable ethanol.

A clean energy source

ICMC’s signature events is the Indy Airstrip Attack, which
features high-performance cars running on ethanol fuel
at the Marion Municipal Airport. The checkoff also hosts
events at the Indianapolis Motor Speedway, home of the
Indianapolis 500-mile race, touting the benefits of ethanol.
Ethanol technology, research and policy has come a long
way in a short amount of time, Roesner said. He added that
informing consumers that biofuels like E85 and E15 are
great for fuel economy, cost less per gallon and are better
for the environment, helps to support farmers and the
state’s 14 bio-refining facilities.

Carbon markets
Like many farmers, Roesner wants to expand his family’s
farming operation and continue a path of growth. What’s
different is that his family wants to be on the cutting edge
and become leaders on the upcoming carbon markets that
could soon come into effect.
Carbon markets, trading and farming can become
complex quickly. But, the idea is that businesses or industry
sectors can purchase carbon credits from farmers, ranchers,
foresters or other businesses in their industry to decrease
or limit their carbon footprint, therefore reducing the overall
impact on climate change.
Roesner wants to encourage motorists to learn more
about the fuel of the future and help to increase demand for
ethanol. He also wants to encourage farmers to stay up to
date on the latest technology with climate change rapidly
shifting not only farming, but the world.
Roesner serves as the treasurer on the ICMC board of
directors and lives in Ferdinand, Ind., with his wife Charlotte
and two sons, Clayton, age 12, and Beau, age 9. His farm
touches parts of Dubois, Pike, Spencer and Warrick
counties.

Roesner said as demand for clean energy increases, farm
groups should promote ethanol as an excellent carbon
reduction source and a low-carbon fuel. NCGA can show
how the crop can be used sustainably.
Roesner’s enduring interest in
mechanical engineering and his farm’s
connection to its customers has
encouraged his work on the Ethanol
Action Team. “With my unconventional
background and degree, I am
fascinated by the technology and the
things that go into ethanol production.
How we utilize it in engines really made
me want to be a part of this team and
something I wanted to continue to
learn about,” Roesner explained.
At home in Indiana, ICMC is working
for Hoosier farmers to increase ethanol
use and to expand the renewable
fuels market. The state’s corn checkoff
showcases several ethanol projects
Roesner poses with his wife Charlotte and two sons, Clayton, age 12, and Beau, age 9.
and partnerships each year. One of
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USDA outlook puts the bull
in corn and soybean markets
BY ANN HINCH

P

.rojected 2020-21 marketing year ending stocks of both
U.S. corn and soybeans are down sharply from recent
years thanks to a variety of factors, including recovery
from COVID-19 impacts, more exports – particularly to China
– and increased ethanol and feed use.
“I can’t remember a time when there
were as many variables in play as
there are today,” mused U.S. Soybean
Export Council CEO Jim Sutter. “No
wonder there’s some volatility and
uncertainty in the marketplace.”
The USDA’s World Agricultural Supply and Demand Estimates (WASDE)
report from April 9 reflected global
corn ending stocks are estimated to
Jim Sutter
be sharply lower than in recent years,
at the end of this marketing year on August 31. The global estimate is 283.8 million metric tons (MMT), or about 11.2 billion
bushels; of that, the United States will have 1.35 billion, about
12 percent. This is even down from WASDE’s March estimate
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of 1.5 billion bushels.
The global estimate is under last year’s 303 MMT and
321.1 MMT for 2018-19; in those years, the U.S. housed more
than 16 percent of corn ending stocks. U.S. corn’s expected
stocks-to-use ratio in this marketing
year is just 9.2 percent, a dip from 13.7
in 2019-20.
In its March 1 Grain Stocks report,
the USDA reported the U.S. was holding 7.7 billion bushels of corn, down 3
percent from one year earlier. Indiana,
however, was up from March 2020 –
by 5 percent to 515.5 million.
At the end of March, USDA published its annual Prospective Plantings
Ed Ebert
for the U.S. It estimates growers will
seed 91.1 million acres of corn, up slightly more than last
year’s 90.8 million. Indiana is projected to plant 5.2 million,
down from 5.4 million in 2020.
Soybean ending stocks are estimated to be extremely tight

in the United States –
less than 4 percent of
the 86.9 MMT worldwide stock, at just 120
million bushels. Last
year, the U.S. had 14.9
percent of the world’s
96.4 MMT ending
stocks, and in 2018-19,
it was 22 percent of
114.5 MMT.
The stocks-to-use
ratio for U.S. soybeans
is projected to be 2.6
percent – in 2018-19
that figure was closer
to 23 percent, and last
year it was 13.3.
Across the country, the USDA estimated March 1 U.S. stock
at 1.56 billion bushels, down a whopping 31 percent from
March 2020. In Indiana, soybeans were down 18 percent from
the previous spring, to 142.5 million bushels.

USDA expects more soybean acres
Prospective Plantings of U.S. soybeans are estimated at 87.6
million acres, up 5 percent from 83.1 million last year and 76.1
million in 2019 – however, it is lower than the USDA Agricultural Outlook Forum projection of 90 million acres in February.
Indiana is forecast to plant 5.8 million acres to soybeans,
compared to 5.7 million in 2020 and 5.4 million two years ago.
Illinois and Iowa are still the undisputed national champs, but
North Dakota is expected to step up with 7 million acres – 22
percent over last year.
Ed Ebert, senior director of Grain Production and Utilization
for Indiana Soybean Alliance and Indiana Corn Marketing
Council, noted the WASDE report in June 2020 had forecast
2020-21 corn ending stocks of 3.3 billion bushels – well off
the 1.35 billion projected on April 9.
“I can’t remember a reduction of 2.2 billion bushels of corn
ending stocks between a June WASDE estimate and the
following April WASDE,” he said. And the June 2020 WASDE
projected 2020-21 soybean ending stocks at 395 million
bushels – more than triple April’s 120 million forecast.
This came on top of trade expectations being undercut by
lower Prospective Planting numbers on March 31. Ebert said
the market was estimating an announcement of 93.2 million
acres of corn and 90 million in soybeans to be planted – and
was shocked by 91.1 million and 87.6 million, respectively.
That same day, he noted corn and soybean prices both
rose limit-up on CBOT. Soybeans backed off slightly in
the two weeks following, but he said, “When you look at
December corn … it is fully 12 to 15 cents higher” than the midMarch price. This product closed April 12 at $4.96 per bushel,
not budging from the previous Friday.

November soybeans closed April 12 at $12.50, down 13
cents from the previous Friday’s post-WASDE price but still
up over the mid-March price by less than a dime.

More crop in the ground
Ebert said there is the sense in the market that U.S. farmers
will put more crop in the ground than Prospective Plantings
reflected, since prices are up. He hears many growers are
considering the option of planting soybeans earlier than normal, alongside corn.
Because processing plants will have high demand for oldcrop beans before fall harvest, he explained if farmers can
grow and harvest soybeans by August, they may be able to
take advantage of marketing those as “old-crop” for premium
pricing – in addition to actual old crop now in the bin.
It is possible corn prices could have gone higher on the
April 9 WASDE. On April 8, Chicago analyst Virginia McGathey of McGathey Commodities said traders were expecting
Brazilian corn production to fall from 1.09 to 1.05 MMT – but it
didn’t.
“It is hard to derail this freight train that is Brazil right now,”
said Kevin McNew, chief economist for Farmers Business
Network, though he explained the South American country is
raising soybean output faster than corn.
Ramped-up Chinese feed demand is a major factor for
both commodities in the past year, as the country rebuilds
its hog herd after African swine fever losses. He noted for
soybeans, “We’re seeing a shift around protein (there).” He
added, “It’s always been pork that’s the main protein … but
now they’re branching into poultry, branching into more beef.”
As for corn exports to China, McNew speculated, “It’s a big
new demand source that I think is probably permanent, and
it does add another interesting dynamic to pricing, going
forward.”
WASDE estimated the U.S. will export almost 2.68 billion
bushels of corn worldwide this marketing year, compared to
1.78 billion last year and 2.07 billion in 2018-19. U.S. soybeans
will see anticipated foreign sales of 2.28 billion bushels,
compared to 1.68 billion last year and 1.75 billion in 2018-19.
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ICMA and ISA invested in a series of studies to support the improvement of rural roads and bridges in Indiana. A report commissioned
by ISA and ICMC from the Indiana University Public Policy Institute, is creating a template for tracking conditions each year using
data newly available in an electronic format.

Report on rural roads, bridges
to help set repair priorities
BY DAVE BLOWER JR.

F

or many drivers, roads and bridges aren’t noticed until
they’re in need of repair. Indiana farmers know that
good, reliable roads and bridges provide the access
they need to get their harvested crops from their farms to
the world around them.
Since 2016, the Indiana General Assembly has taken
a number of critical actions to increase funding for the
state’s rural roads and bridges. The need for good ongoing
conditions, activity and spending data has been a consistent
focus throughout these policy discussions. As a result,
county agencies have been required to collect conditions
data and complete asset management plans in order to
access Community Crossings Matching Grant funding.
The Community Crossing Matching Grant program is
offered by the Indiana Department of Transportation (INDOT)
to provide state funding to assist county and municipal
governments with local road and bridge projects. In 2020,
the grant program provided $126.5 million in matching funds
to 214 counties and communities.
The Indiana Soybean Alliance (ISA) and the Indiana Corn
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Marketing Council (ICMC) have invested in a series of studies
to support the improvement of rural roads and bridges
in the state. ISA commissioned a report from the Indiana
University (IU) Public Policy Institute to create a template for
tracking conditions and progress each year using data newly
available in an electronic format. The IU report provides an
initial data template, an analysis which uses the template
and available data, and recommendations for improvements
using the data collection. It’s just the beginning of a system
for tracking improvements across the rural road and bridge
network.
“Good rural road and bridge infrastructure is critical to
efficient farm-to-market movement of agricultural products,”
said Mike Koehne, an ISA board member and a Greensburg,
Ind., farmer. “This study is a good investment of farmers’
dollars because tracking good infrastructure helps us to
move soybeans and corn better in an already competitive
market.”
The 43 study counties in the IU report account for 49
percent of the road miles (31,244 of 63,373 miles) managed

by the 91 county highway departments in Indiana. There are
12,953 county bridges in Indiana. The counties in this study
have 5,244 bridges and 644 culverts for a total of 5,888
structures. The study counties account for 45 percent of
local bridges.
Biennial inspections are performed on all county bridges,
and inspection results are recorded in the National Bridge
Inventory (NBI) database. This is a rolling database. It is
updated as inspection data is submitted. The current data
includes inspection data principally from 2019 and 2020.

Improved data reporting
Counties are required to submit an annual operations
report every year to Indiana State Board of Accounts
(SBOA) and Indiana Local Technical Assistance (LTAP) data
management portal. In 2019, counties began using a new
operations report form approved by SBOA.
This new form establishes a standard format and is
expected to improve data reporting across different
state agencies. These reports show county revenues
and expenditures for highway department operations,
including revenues and the mix of spending in broad activity
categories and by funding source.
Road and bridge expenditures are categorized as:
• Administration
• Construction
• Reconstruction and preservation
• Maintenance and repair
• Winter operations.
Some bridge expenditures are based on the funding
source. In 2018, the Indiana General Assembly required
that at least 50 percent of road funding is spent on new
construction, reconstruction and preservation activities.
In 2019, many counties deposited at least 50 percent of
their state Motor Vehicle Highway (MVH) funds into a Motor
Vehicle Highway Restricted account to ensure the legal
requirement was met. The new operation template has a
specific place to record this type of information.
The analysis includes annual operations report data
for 2018 and 2019 for each study county, including total
spending, spending by activity and types of revenues. When
possible, revenues and spending are divided between
bridge construction and reconstruction.

varies across counties. Kosciusko County has the most
centerline miles at 1,163, while Union County has the
fewest at 268. Only counties in the most urbanized counties
reported changes in the overall inventory. Three counties
reported adding miles, mostly due to the development of
subdivisions. One county reported a reduction in mileage as
the result of municipal annexation.
Counties reported upgrading 80 miles of pavement, such
as switching from a gravel road to a chip seal pavement, and
downgrading 131.5 miles, going from chip seal pavement to
gravel.
In 2019, the average rating for pavements for the 43
study counties was 5.8 points on a 10-point scale. Nearly 95
percent of counties have an average rating above poor. This
baseline can be used for evaluating change as conditions
data for 2020 becomes available. In 2020, only 0.3 percent
of the 43 study counties had bridges that were failing or
had elements in imminent failure. There were no culverts in
failure or imminent failure.
When consistent investments are made using an asset
management network approach, weighted averages
should increase through the years. So far, electronic asset
management data is available for only one year. A single
year of data does not allow the research team to analyze
whether the weighted ratings by pavement type are
changing. In subsequent years, the team will analyze the
change in weighted ratings. The ISA and ICMC-funded
2019 report suggests that weighted ratings generally are
improving as the result of additional investments made with
expanded fuel taxes.
“The baseline in this report can be used for evaluating
change as data for 2020 and 2021 becomes available,”
Koehne said. “When consistent investments are made using
an asset management network approach, the average rating
should improve over time.”

Asset management approach
Asset management is a systemic approach to
managing and distributing revenue to make changes and
improvements on a network basis instead of a need basis.
An inventory of road infrastructure and conditions is a key
component in asset management because it describes
condition by individual road segment, which is necessary to
make network decisions on treatment options and spending.
The counties studied in the IU report covered 31,244
centerline road miles. The size of the road inventory

Biennial inspections are performed on all county bridges,
and inspection results are recorded in the National Bridge
Inventory database. This is a rolling database that is updated
as inspection data is submitted. The current data includes
inspection data principally from 2019 and 2020.
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Indiana has floodway, floodplain
mapping for more than 18,000 miles
of rivers and streams
Most Indiana farmers understand that
managing water resources is essential to
producing a good crop and sustaining the
environment. The Indiana Department of
Natural Resources (DNR) provides farmers with
information to help with floodplain and water
projects.
Indiana’s Flood Control Act (passed in 1945)
and Drainage Code (passed in 1966) have long
provided the framework and requirements for
performing construction activities within the
floodways of Indiana’s rivers, streams and lakes.
Typical examples of floodway projects subject to
DNR review and approval include:
•Fill, excavation and/or land grading
• Bank stabilization
• Construction of bridges and private access
crossings
• Construction or reconstruction of buildings
• Fencing
Floodways exist for all waterways even if they
have not been previously mapped. Recognizing
this issue, Indiana’s Office of Rural and
Community Affairs, commissioned DNR’s Division
of Water to complete floodway and floodplain
analysis and mapping for more than 18,000 miles
of rivers and streams.
This effort delivered critical public safety
information and helps communicate flood risk
to property owners near rivers and streams.
This resource is also useful for determining
if a property is located within a floodway or
floodplain and if a permit is required. This and
other flood mapping resources are available at
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www.in.gov/dnr/water/5647.htm
DNR strives to provide outreach and
information to agricultural groups regarding
floodway regulations and how they intersect
with common agricultural practices. Earlier this
year, in collaboration with Indiana’s Department
of Environmental Management (IDEM), the
agencies created the Indiana Waterways portal,
which allows a person to start an inquiry on what
permits from DNR and IDEM are needed. An
inquiry can be completed quickly by entering the
location and a summary of the proposed project
at www.in.gov/waterways
To date, customers have received a
coordinated agency response to their inquiry
within seven days of receipt.
Similarly, state and federal agencies work
closely with County Drainage Boards and County
Surveyors on a variety of drainage projects. When
a County Surveyor or Drainage Board proposes a
project, a field visit is scheduled with DNR, IDEM
and the US Army Corps of Engineers to review
and agree upon the project details.
Often, county drainage boards or county
surveyors are contacted by private landowners
who want to perform work on a legal drain that
is not part of or included within a Drainage Board
project. In cases like this, DNR recommends
that landowners visit the “Waterways” portal or
contact the Division of Water prior to beginning
work to determine if a permit is needed.
More information regarding Indiana’s Drainage
Code is summarized in the Indiana Drainage
Handbook at www.in.gov/dnr/water/4893.htm

Nearly 6,000 participate in this year’s
virtual Commodity Classic

F

or the first time in its history, this
year’s Commodity Classic, March
2-5, was a virtual-only event due
to COVID-19 gathering restrictions. The
online conference remained popular
with farmers from across the country.
Nearly 6,000 people from 49 states
and 24 countries registered for the
2021 Special Edition of Commodity
Classic. Attendees represented more
than 4,000 farms.
Commodity Classic highlights
include a keynote address from USDA Secretary Tom
Vilsack, a conversation between the farmer-leaders of
the four commodity associations that present Commodity
Classic, as well as the ag chair of the Association of
Equipment Manufacturers, and executive roundtables
featuring top agribusiness leaders. Dozens of other sessions
focused on topics such as marketing, mental health, weather,
trade, soil health and more. Additionally, sponsors showcase
their latest innovations, services and products.
“This year’s successful digital event was the result of
an outstanding team effort,” said Anthony Bush, an Ohio
corn farmer and co-chair of the 2021 Commodity Classic.
“The cooperation, collaboration and dedication among
our sponsors, our associations, our farmer-leaders and the
Commodity Classic staff proved just how important this
event is to everyone involved. Everyone was committed to its
success — and it showed.”
Established in 1996, Commodity Classic is presented
annually by the American Soybean Association, National
Corn Growers Association, National Association of Wheat
Growers, National Sorghum Producers and the Association of
Equipment Manufacturers.
The next Commodity Classic is scheduled for March 10-12,
2022, in New Orleans, La.

ASA delegates debate views
for next policy book
The American Soybean Association had its last annual
Voting Session on March 25, 2020. While normally in-person
and in conjunction with Commodity Classic, this year’s Voting
Session was virtual and delegates from across the country
logged on and voted via Zoom. Indiana’s voting delegates
were Kevin Burbrink, Seymour; Kendell Culp, Rensselaer;
Elaine Gillis, Dunkirk; Mike Koehne, Greensburg; Phil Ramsey,
Shelbyville; Joe Steinkamp, Evansville; Larry Wilkinson,
Kimmell; and Craig Williams, Oaktown.
The voting body considered resolutions on a wide range

With a 110-member increase during 2020,
the Indiana Corn Growers Association
(ICGA) won the Top Association
Recruitment Award from the National
Corn Growers Association. ICGA also won
this award for its recruiting efforts in 2019
during last year’s Commodity Classic.
ICGA would like to make it three in a row.
Anyone interested in becoming an ICGA
member should contact Macy Mead at
mmead@indianacorn.org

of topics including farm programs and crop insurance,
crop protection, production standards, food policy,
biodiesel production, infrastructure, industry research
and development, conservation practices and carbon
management, tax policy and trade priorities. The ASA Policy
Book will be updated with the changes made by the voting
delegate body and will soon be available to members on the
ASA Membership portal at www.soygrowers.com

NCGA adds new ethanol language
to annual policy book
The National Corn Growers Association had its biannual
Corn Congress “virtually” on March 1-2, as it did with its July
2020 Corn Congress. Voting delegates from across the
country joined by Zoom to debate the resolutions submitted
to amend the NCGA Policy Book. Indiana voting delegates
were Mike Beard, Frankfort; Sarah Delbecq, Auburn (day 1);
Tyler Everett, Lebanon (day 2); David Ring, Huntingburg; J.R.
Roesner, Ferdinand; and Luke Schnitker, Seymour.
While delegates considered many policies, including trade,
farm programs and sustainability practices, the resolution
receiving the longest debate was a 95 RON fuels standard
proposal submitted by Nebraska. Delegates engaged in
thoughtful and passionate discussion for more than 90
minutes before passing the resolution.
ICGA President Mike Beard spoke in favor of the resolution,
and said, “We believe this resolution is needed to move to the
next level of ethanol usage. Establishing a 95 RON minimum
using ethanol blends of 15 percent or greater in the finished
fuel will lead to increased corn grind in the near-term since
the fuel is compatible with most vehicles on the road today.
Moving to 15 percent minimum ethanol blend is a big win for
corn farmers.”
Corn Congress will convene again July 14 and 15 at the
Capital Hilton Hotel in Washington, D.C. The NCGA Policy
Book will be updated and soon be available at
www.ncga.com/take-action/policy-book
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Mental Health on the Farm:
Farmers need to be proactive
BY SUSAN HAYHURST

S

tress . . . It can get the best of everyone. Mountains
of bills, poor health, job loss, and recently the
pandemic and isolation, have greatly impacted the
world. For farmers, add worrying about the weather, market
prices, livestock health and making the bottom line come
out positive escalates the unknowns.
Helpful advice for dealing with stress and anxiety comes
from a cadre of producers and mental health professionals
who shared their stories during the recent virtual 2021
Commodity Classic’s Mental Health on the Farm program.
“Stress does not discriminate,”
said Adrienne DeSutter, a grain
and cattle producer from North
Windsor, Ill. “And as farmers, it’s
how you work with the everyday
load, and you don’t realize you’re
under stress. Not having come
from a farm family when I married
my husband, it was an eyeopening experience. I now know
this is farm life.”
Adrienne DeSutter
When the DeSutters lost a
farmer friend to suicide, they realized how stress builds
and builds. “Stress can lead to extreme anxiety, depression
and other mental health issues,” she said. “What we learned
through our friend’s situation was as an industry, agriculture
needs to recognize how to share and fuel connections with
farmers.”
DeSutter, who also has her master’s degree in
counseling, is a mental health advocate. She partners
with ag businesses and organizations to promote healthy
minds and prevent farmer suicide. DeSutter encourages a
community approach to keeping farm families healthy.
“Is it more important to do chores or stop and go check
on a friend you’re concerned about?” she asked. “Starting
conversations with resistant farmers and helping people
who don’t want to be helped is difficult but having
conversation and visits regularly and consistently shows
‘I care about you. I may not understand what you’re going
through but I’m here to listen.’ Let people know you are safe
and not judging them. We won’t give up, we shouldn’t be a
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nag, but we want to help.”
Sometimes people believe if they “just think more
positive thoughts,” they’ll “fix” themselves. Not so, DeSutter
said. “I have a love/hate relationship with the phrase ‘just
think more positive thoughts.’ That’s the most minimizing
statement you can make to those suffering. It’s not that
easy. Be careful you don’t say to yourself or someone the
stress shouldn’t be there. When people are ready to talk
solutions, then we talk about what is good in their lives
and work through things one at a time. We know it can get
better.”

Farmers are unique
A farmer’s DNA is unique, said
Ted Matthews, a mental health
practitioner with 30 years of
counseling experience in rural
Minnesota. “Every farmer has
stress. It’s a matter of what they
are going to do with it because
you don’t want to find out in the
end how to handle it. Let’s handle
the stress right away. Consider if
it was simple to identify stress,
Ted Matthews
why are there more than 100,000
books written on it today? The more stress builds, the more
crucial it is to take care of it.”
Taking care of a farmer’s tension can be daunting
for them, Matthews said. Farmers generally don’t trust
psychologists or psychiatrists, but they may trust someone
like Matthews. With Matthews being involved in the rural
arena, they don’t have to educate him what farming is and
why it can be so burdensome. “Therapists who work with
farmers don’t necessarily understand them, so we really
need more psychologists trained to work with them and
meet farmers halfway.”
Matthews said there’s also a stigma to getting
conversations about stress and anxiety started. “Farmers
seek help far too late. They think they have mental illness
instead of mental health issues. They think there has to be
something wrong with them if they have to get help.

“Farmers seek help far too late. They think they have mental illness instead of
mental health issues. They think there has to be something wrong with them if they
have to get help. All of us want to be heard and not told. I want my spouse and
kids to hear what I say, not fix me. We want to be understood.”
All of us want to be heard and not told. I want my spouse
and kids to hear what I say, not fix me. We want to be
understood.”
Handling the daily stress load now can be quite
different than a few generations ago. Matthews said
our grandparents handled concerns later rather than
immediately.
“One problem old farmers have is saying ‘I’ll talk to my
wife when everything is done.’ That is not a good system
today. Immediate conversation is so important. There is
way more risk now with farming,” he said. “First, women’s
role in farming has changed significantly over generations.
Their role used to be everything in the home and raising
little farmers. Now they do the books, work off the farm or
are the farmer. They are far more involved, have opinions
about the finances and often their opinions differ from
their spouses. If you’re out of farming now, you’re not going
to ever get back in. Land prices are so high, it’s nearly
impossible. Life is far more stressful, so you must learn how
to cope with the current situation, and if you see yourself
losing a multi-generational farm you may blame yourself.
Many hold onto the farm longer than they should, because
they can’t conceive of letting it go.”

Counseling and medication helped

in with each other often and we
feel better as a result.”
Giving back after a rough
mental health spell during
college and subsequent cattle
operation expansions provided
Jason Medows, near St. Louis,
Mo., with an energized outlook.
“My move for college to a big
city from a rural community was
challenging, and cattle prices in
Jason Medows
2014-15 were difficult, but I wanted
to combine both worlds of my love for ag with my passion
for pharmacy and health care. I began a podcast, Ag State
of Mind with Jason Medows, that meets farmers where they
are; independent and tough with windows of opportunities
to listen and learn how to help friends and neighbors.
Remember to give yourselves grace from time to time.”
Medows wants farmers to understand that like their
equipment and property require maintenance, or their
cattle are ill and need attention, so do they as humans. “We
need to practice self-care, listen to our bodies and families,
and develop our own unique health plan. For me, I exercise,
check cows, and take my wife to dinner weekly. You are the
greatest asset of your operation.”

Lowell Neitzel of Lawrence, Kan.,
is grateful he recognized physical
and mental challenges early and
began getting help. “Thanks to
my wife, when I knew I wasn’t
quite feeling myself, I discovered
counseling and medication has
helped. Doctors helped me learn
ways to relax and see the big
picture. The farm stays at the farm
and home is home. I relax before I
Lowell Neitzel
go in by petting the dog and letting
the day’s drama float away.”
Neitzel was surprised when the local paper did a story
on his struggles and farm landlords said they were proud
of him. “It was refreshing for me when they said farmers
are supposed to be tough guys, but they looked at me as
an inspiration. Community leaders said they’d been in my
situation and understood it. Now a local friend and I check
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Indiana’s corn checkoff seeks farmers
who want to join its board of directors
BY DAVE BLOWER JR.

H

oosier farmers interested in directing Indiana’s corn
checkoff investments may now petition to run for
one of the five seats up for election. ICMC manages
the corn checkoff investments with the goal of supporting
and growing Indiana’s corn industry.
“The corn checkoff board adopted a new three-year
strategic plan in 2020, and it focuses on the market
development, sustainability and value creation of Indianagrown corn, and increased involvement of Hoosier farmers
in checkoff programs,” said ICMC Board Secretary Jeff
Gormong, who is a farmer from rural Vigo County. “The
volunteer leadership of those who have served on the ICMC
board have benefitted Indiana corn farmers for many years.
For the Indiana corn industry to remain strong and effective,
we rely on farmers to fill these key positions.”
Board members direct the promotional, educational and
research activities funded by the corn checkoff. Some of the
board’s priorities include increased ethanol use, improved
transportation infrastructure, on-farm research, livestock
promotion and expanding international exports.
To run for an ICMC director seat, Indiana corn farmers
must be at least 18 years old, a registered Indiana voter and
a resident in the appropriate district. All farmers who submit
a valid petition by June 1, 2021 will be listed as a candidate
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on the election ballot. Voting takes place at Purdue
Cooperative Extension Service county offices in August or by
absentee ballot, which will be made available in July.
Here is the breakdown of each district:
• The District 2 seat up for re-election, includes the
counties of Carroll, Cass, Elkhart, Fulton, Kosciusko,
Marshall, Miami, St. Joseph and Wabash.
• The District 5 seat up for re-election includes the
counties of Bartholomew, Boone, Clinton, Decatur,
Grant, Hamilton, Hancock, Hendricks, Howard, Johnson,
Madison, Marion, Morgan, Rush, Shelby and Tipton.
• The District 8 seat up for re-election includes the
counties of Brown, Crawford, Floyd, Harrison, Jackson,
Lawrence, Monroe, Orange, Perry and Washington.
• Two statewide At-Large seats up for re-election covers
all Indiana Counties.
Farmers can download any necessary forms at www.
incorn.org/elections or by calling the ICMC office at 1-800735-0195. Forms are also available at all Purdue County
Extension offices.
Newly elected directors will begin a three-year term Oct. 1,
2021. ICMC directors can serve three consecutive full terms
or a total of nine consecutive years. For more information
about Indiana Corn Marketing Council, visit www.incorn.org

CORN FARMER LEADERS ..
Petition Now to Serve on the Board of Directors
of the Indiana Corn Marketing Council.

Opportunities for You to Serve.

Represent your district.

The Indiana Corn Marketing Council (ICMC) is seeking Indiana corn producers
interested in serving on its board of directors. The ICMC manages corn checkoff
investments and determines promotional, educational and research activities that
can strengthen Indiana’s corn industry.
The ICMC board includes 17 voting farmer-directors. Five seats - in Districts 2, 5, 8 and
two At-Large - will be filled through the ICMC’s Annual Elections in August 9-13, 2021.

• District 2. The counties of Elkhart, St. Joseph, Marshall, Kosciusko, Fulton,
Wabash, Miami, Cass and Carroll.

• District 5.

The counties of Grant, Howard, Tipton, Clinton, Madison, Hamilton,
Boone, Hancock, Marion, Hendricks, Morgan, Johnson, Shelby, Rush,
Bartholomew and Decatur.

• District 8.

The counties of Monroe, Brown, Jackson, Lawrence, Orange,
Washington, Crawford, Harrison, Floyd and Perry.

• At Large.

All of Indiana.

Candidates for the ICMC board of directors are required to be registered voters,
at least 18 years of age, corn producers in Indiana, and have an assessment on
corn during the previous two years. To be a candidate, you need to fill out
and sign a petition form. It is available at County Extension offices, at
www.incorn.org/elections, or by calling the Indiana Corn office at
1-800-735-0195.
Petitions must be returned to the ICMC office and postmarked before
June 1, 2021.
This is an exciting time to become more involved with a dynamic organization as the Indiana Corn Marketing Council continues to
move forward to responsibly invest state checkoff in programs that will improve the bottom line for Indiana corn producers. The
focus for our organization going forward will be on Grain Marketing, Ethanol, Production and Environment Research, Public Affairs,
Livestock, and New Uses. Please call the corn office for additional information, 1-800-735-0195.

Funded with Indiana corn checkoff dollars.

AT THE HEART OF IT.
EVERY FARMER HAS THEIR REASON FOR WHY
THEY DO WHAT THEY DO. FOR ME, IT’S FAITH,
FAMILY, AND FARMING. I CARE ABOUT HONORING
GOD AND FULFILLING HIS PURPOSE IN MY
LIFE, IN MY FAMILY, AND IN THE BUSINESS OF
FARMING AND AGRICULTURE.

SCOTT BECK, PRESIDENT

FARMERS AT HEART
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